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LINES COMMON TO FOUK LINEAB COMPLEXES. 

BY DR. VIRGIL SNYDER. 

(Bead at the February meeting of the Society, 1897.) 

In his discussion of the invariants of one or more linear 
complexes, Klein* makes the statement that four such com
plexes have two lines in common, which become coincident 
when the combinant of the four complexes vanishes, but 
otherwise the reality of the lines is not discussed. 

The corresponding criterion for spherical geometry is of 
value in studying the cyclides and it can be proved by geo
metrical methods that the spheres common to four linear 
spherical complexes are real when the combinant is nega
tive. On account of the direct interpretation of the simpler 
invariants from one geometry into the other, one might 
conclude by analogy that the same law holds here, which, 
however, is not the case. 

For convenience, transform the quadratic relation 

P P 4 - P P 4- P P = 0 
•* 12 x 84 * •* 18 x 42 * M 14 M 23 u 

by the transformation 

FU = Xl + X2J A » = XZ + «4, PU = #5 + XV 
Fu = xi — X2J Fi2 = #8 ~ xv Pn = x6 — *e, into 

xl — xl + %1 — xl + xl — xl=0. 

Let the four given complexes be 

(1) </>i~aix1 + biX2 + cix3 + dixi+ e<#5+ƒ<#« = 

O p — 1 , 2, 3, 4 ] . 

The invariant of <pt is 

(2) A« s a\ - b\ + c? - d\ + el - ƒ» 

and the simultaneous invariant of <p0 <pk is 

(3) Aa = atak^bibk + ei<±--dtdu+ei*Jt*-fJr 

Two complexes are in involution when their simultaneous 
invariant vanishes ; a general complex is in involution with 

"Differentiate! eichungen inLiniengeometrie,"Math. Annalm^ vol* 5. 


